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Abstract— Response time is an important factor for every
software system and it becomes more salient when it is associated
with introducing novel technologies, such as Web services.Most
performance evaluation of Web services are focused toward
composite Web services and their response time.One important
limitation of existing work is in the fact that only constant or
service exponential time distribution are considered. However,
experimental results have shown that the Web services response
times is typically heavy-tailed, in particulary, if there are hetero-
geneous. So, heavy-tailed response times should be considered
in the dimensioning Web services. In this study, we propose
analytical formulas for mean response times for structuredBPEL
constructors such assequence, flow and switch constructors, etc.
The difference with previous studies in the literature, is that we
consider heterogenous servers, the number of invoked elementary
Web services can be variable and the elementary Web services
response times are heavy-tailed.

Keywords: composite Web service, BPEL constructors, re-
sponse times, heavy-tailed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Service oriented computing utilizes services to support low-
cost, flexible software. The underlying services are loosely-
coupled, thus allowing rapid change of such systems. Although
a framework for defining the functional interfaces of Web
services has been established, non-functional propertiesremain
under-development. The Web services architecture is defined
by W3C (The World Wide Web Consortium) in order to
determinate a common set of concepts and relationships that
allow different implementations working together. The Web
services architecture consists of three entities, the service
provider, the service registry and the service consumer. The
service provider creates or simply offers the Web service.
The service provider needs to describe the Web service in a
standard format WSDL (Web Service Description Language),
which is often XML, and publish it in a central service registry
UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration).
The service registry contains additional information about the
service provider, such as address and contact of the providing
company, and technical details about the service. The service
consumer retrieves the information from the registry and uses
the service description obtained to bind and to invoke the
Web service, using the SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
protocol.
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Elementary Web services, such as described by WSDL, are
conceptually limited to relatively simple functionalities mod-
eled through a collection of simple operations. However, for
certain types of applications, it is necessary to combine a set of
individual Web services to obtain more complex Web services,
called composite or aggregated Web services. This last is pos-
sible using BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language
For Web Services) standard, which is the result of the merger
of the previous languages such WSFL (Web Services Flow
Language) and XLANG (XML Business Process Language).
One important issue within Web service composition is related
to their Quality Of Service (QoS), which must be guaranteed
for an adhesion clients. Web services quality of services isa
combination of several properties and may include availability,
security, response time, and reliability of Web services. For
this, quantitative methods are needed to understand, to analyse
and to operate such large infrastructure.

The goal of our research is to propose an extension of a
recent study [1], where we have taken into account different
statistical characteristics for the services and a random number
of invoked services and Web service response time are sup-
posed exponential with different parameters, contrarily to the
models presented by Manascé [2] and Sharf [3]. However,
most existing work only considers constant or exponential
service times. As will be shown in [15][5], measurements in
the WWW and in e-commerce systems have observed heavy-
tailed server response time distributions. In this study, we
take into account the fact that the Web services response
time is typically heavy-tailed, like Pareto distribution,which
is attributed to the burstiness of arriving requests [15]. More
precisely, the objective of this paper is to consider the heavy-
tailed response times in the dimensioning of web service
platforms.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
presents the related work. Section III details the different
structured BPEL constructors. Section IV presents analytical
formulas for response time of these constructors. In section V,
we give the response time formula for multi-choice pattern
which is a generalization of switch constructor. Numerical
results are given in section VI. Finally, section VII concludes
and gives some perspectives to this work.



II. RELATED WORK

Major works in the domain of Web services performance
are concentrated towards composite Web services and their re-
sponse time. Although there have been several studies reported
on the workload characetrization of general Web servers,
where the response-time distribution is found to be heavy-
tailed, which has been attributed to the heavy-tailed nature of
request and response file-sizes [15][6]. However, most existing
work only considers constant or service exponential time
distribution. Only few studies have been taken into account
this result on the computation of composite Web services
response time. Actually, the execution of a composite service
have been studied as a fork-join model in [2], where Web
services response time are supposed exponential with the
same parameters, excepted one which is slower than others.
This model states that a single Internet application invokes
many different Web services in parallel and gathers their
responses from all these launched services in order to return
the results to a client. Sharf [3] studies the response time
of a centralized middleware component performing largescale
composition of web services. This last work is similar to the
first study [2], that analyzes the effects of exponential response
times. The work is more oriented towards studying fork-join
model in order to understand the merger of results from various
servers. More recently, [26] proposed how service providers
can optimally allocated to support activities of business pro-
cess with topologies that can include any combinaison of
BPEL constructors. However, authors are content to propose
a general formula for a given composite Web service without
giving the exact result when the service of elementary Web
services are know. The exact response time of fork and join
system, under some hypothesis, can be found in [7]. However,
these last state that the number of servers is equal to two, the
job arrival is Poisson process and the tasks have exponential
service time distribution. Nelson and Tantawi [8] proposed
an approximation in the case where the number of servers is
greater or equal to two and homogeneous exponential servers.
Thereafter, a more general case is presented in [9] [10], where
arrival and service process are general. An upper and lower
bound are obtained by considering respectivelyG/G/1 and
D/G/1 queuing parallel systems. Klingemann and al. [11]
use a continuous Markov chain to estimate the execution
response time and the cost of workflow. In [11], authors
propose an algorithm which determines the QoS of a Web
service composition by aggregating the QoS dimensions of
the individual services, based on a collection of workflow
patterns defined by Van der Aalst’s and al. [12], where Web
services response times are supposed constants. These QoS
include upper and lower bounds of execution time as well as
throughput. In [13], we have studied end-to-end response time
for composite Web services representing a factor of Internet
overhead in the execution model, using simulation technique.
Contrarily to these previous studies, where the servers are
not heterogenous, their number is always constant and their
response times are supposed exponential, the aim of this paper

is to overcome theses limitations. Thus, we propose analytical
formulas for mean response time of composite Web services
assuming that servers are heterogenous, the number of invoked
elementary Web services can be variable.

III. BPEL CONSTRUCTORS

Business Process Execution Language for Web services
(BPEL4WS) has been built on IBM’s WSFL (Web Services
Flow Language) and Microsoft’s XLANG (Web services for
Business Process Design) and combines accordingly the fea-
tures of a block structured language inherited from XLANG
with those for directed graphs originating from WSFL [14].
The language BPEL is used to model the behavior of both
executableandabstractprocesses.

• An abstract process is a not an executable process and
which is a business protocol, which use process descrip-
tions that specify the mutually visible message exchange
behavior of each parts involved in the protocol, without
revealing their internal behavior.

• An executable process specifies the execution order be-
tween a number of activities constituting the process, the
partners involved in the process, the messages exchanged
between these partners and the fault and exception han-
dling specifying the behavior in cases of errors and
exceptions.

In the BPEL process each element is called an activity which
can be a primitive or a structured one. The set{ invoke, receive,
reply, wait, assign, throw, terminate, empty} are primitive
activities and the set{sequence, switch, while, pick, flow,
scope} are structured activities.
In this paper, we are interested on thesequence, flow and
switchactivities also called constructors. In the following, we
give analytical formulas to evaluate the response times to each
considered constructor.

IV. RESPONSETIMES OF STRUCTUREDBPEL
CONSTRUCTORS

In this section, we give analytical formulas for mean
response times for structured BPEL constructors and we
consider the case that the execution time of each elementary
Web servicesi, of a composite Web serviceS, is heavy-tailed
and we consider also that the number of invoked elementary
services are variable. The Pareto function distribution isgiven
by the following equation :

F (t) =

{

0 t ≤ k
1− (k

t
)α t > k

(1)

which has an infinite variance forα < 2 and is then heavy-
tailed.
Thus, we consider in the following the control patterns sup-
ported by BPEL standard. More specifically, the control pat-
terns considered are: sequence, parallel split (flow), exclusive
choice (switch), multi-choice. This last pattern is not directly
supported by BPEL, but we can implement it using control
links inherited from WSFL.



A. Computation for thesequenceconstructor

The sequenceconstructor correspond to a sequential exe-
cution of s1 to sn elementary Web services. The analytical
formulas of mean response timeE(T sequence) is given by the
following proposition:

Proposition 1: When elementary Web servicessi, i =
{1..n} are exponentially distributed, the mean response time
of composite Web serviceS is given by:

E(T sequence) =

n
∑

i=1

E(Ti) (2)

Proof: The execution time of composite Web service
S composed byn elementary Web services is given by:
T sequence =

∑n

i=1 Ti which is easier to derive from equa-
tion (2).

Case of homogeneous servers.In the case whereTi, i ∈
{1, ..., n} are random variables with Pareto distributions with
parameters (α, k) for eachTi, the mean response time of
composite Web serviceS is trivial and is given by:

E(T sequence
par ) = n

kα

α− 1

Case of heterogenous servers.As we notice before, we
overcome the limitation of other studies by considering that
the servers are heterogeneous. Thus, we consider that the
execution time ofk elementary servicessi follow a Pareto
distribution with rate (α1, k1) and the execution time ofn−k
services follow a Pareto distribution with rate (α2, k2). Thus,
the response time for a composite Web serviceS is given by:

E(T sequence
par ) =

k1α1

α1 − 1
k +

k2α2

α2 − 1
(n− k)

B. Computation for theflow constructor

One the most important benefits of the component approach
is the interoperability. This inherent interoperability that comes
with using vendor, platform, and language independent XML
technologies and the ubiquitous HTTP as a transport mean that
any application can communicate with any other application
using Web services. Thus, the client only requires the WSDL
definition to exchange message with the service. However,
in the WSDL language, the elementary Web services are
conceptually limited to relatively simple operations. In fact,
for certains types of applications it is necessary to combine a
set of elementary Web services into composite Web services.
These services are generally invoked in parallel, using the
flow constructor. Thus, in this section, we are focused on the
mean response time of a composite Web serviceS which is
composed byn elementary services invoked in parallel. In [2],
the author give an analytical formula for the response time of
flow constructor but he supposes thatn is fixed and elementary
Web services are exponential service time distribution. Our
contribution is to consider thatn is random and Web services
are heterogenous.

In the following, we give an analytical expression for the
mean response time:

E(T flow) =

n
∑

i=1

∫ ∞

0

tfi(t)

n
∏

j 6=i

Fj(t)dt (3)

where:
T flow = Max{Ti, i = 1, n}

As we assume that the random variablesTi are indepen-
dents, the cumulative function of random variableT flow is
given by:

F (T flow) = P (T flow ≤ t) =

n
∏

i=1

Fi(t)

Thus the probability density ofT flow is:

fT flow (t) =
n
∑

i=1

fi(t)
n
∏

j 6=i

Fj(t) (4)

ThusE(T flow) can be easily derived.

Case of Pareto distributions.We give in the following the
mean response time analytical formula where the random vari-
ablesTi, i ∈ {1, ..., n} are Pareto distributed with parameters
(αi, ki), i ∈ {1, ..., n}.

E(T flow
par ) =

n
∑

i=1

αik
αi
i

∑

X∈P(En\{i})

(−1)X
β−(

∑
j∈X αj+αi−1)

∑

j∈X
αj + αi − 1

∏

j∈X

αjkj

(5)

Where:

β = max(ki, i ∈ {1...n}) and En = {1, ..., n}

and P(En \ {i}) the sub− set of En without {i}.

Proof: From equation 4, the probability density of
random variableT flow

par is given by:

f
T

flow
par

(t) =

{

0 if t ≤ max{ki, i = 1...n} ;
∑n

i=1
αik

αi
i

tαi+1

∏n

j 6=i(1− (ki

t
)αi) else.,

As we have:
n
∏

j 6=i

(1− (
ki
t
)αi) =

∑

X∈P(En\{i})

(−1)|X|
∏

j∈X

(

kj
t

)αj

Thus, the average response time is:

E(T flow
par ) =

n∑
i=1

αik
αi
i

∑
X∈P(En\{i})

(−1)|X|

∫ ∞

β

t
−

∑
j∈X αj−αi

∏
j∈X

αjkj dt

As we have:
∫ ∞

β

t−
∑

j∈X
αj−αi dt =

β−(
∑

j∈X
αj+αi−1)

∑

j∈X αj + αi − 1



Thus we obtain that the mean response time for a composite
Web serviceS is given by the following formula:

E(T flow
par ) =

n
∑

i=1

αik
αi
i

∑

X∈P(En\{i})

(−1)X
β−(

∑
j∈X αj+αi−1)

∑

j∈X
αj + αi − 1

∏

j∈X

αjkj

Case of homogeneous servers.In the case of all elementary
service times are Pareto distributed with same rates(αi, ki) =
(α, k) (i.e ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}), αi = α, ki = k). In this case the
response time forS is given by:

E(T flow
par ) = nαkα

n−1
∑

m=0

(−1)m
k(−(m+1)α−1)(kα)m

(m+ 1)α− 1
Cm

n−1

(6)
Where:

Cm
n−1 =

(n− 1)!

m!(n− 1−m)!

Case of heterogeneous servers.In the case wheren − k
elementary service times follow a Pareto distribution with
parametersα1, k1 and k elementary service times follow a
Pareto distribution with ratesα2, k2. Let factor g which is
the slowdown factor such thatk2α2

1−α2
= ( k1α1

1−α1
)g. With these

assumptions, the response time ofS is as follows:

E(T flow
par ) = R1 +R2 (7)



























R1 = (n− k)α1k
α1
1

∑n−1
m=0

∑m

j=0

(−1)mk
−((j+1)α1+(m−j)α2−1)
1

((j+1)α1+(m−j)α2−1)

R2 = kα2k
α2
2

∑n−1
m=0

∑m

j=0

(−1)mk
−(jα1+(m−j+1)α2−1)
2

(jα1+(m−j+1)α2−1)

This equation (7) is easily derived by the equation (5) by
considering that(αi, ki) = (α1, k1), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n − k} and
(αi, ki) = (α2, k2), ∀i ∈ {n− k + 1, ..., n}.

C. Computation for theswitch constructor

In this case, we consider that we have one choice of
n elementary Web services. LetP (Y = i) the invocation
probability of elementary Web servicei, with

∑n
i=1 P (Y =

i) = 1. The response time ofswitchconstructor is then given
by the following analytic formula:

E(T switch) =

n
∑

i=1

P (Y = i)E(Ti) (8)

with E(Ti) the mean response time of servicei.
Proof: First we calculate the probability density of

the random variableT switch. The cumulative distribution
function of the variableT switch is defined as:FT switch (t) =
P (T switch ≤ t). According to the total probability theorem,
we have:

FT switch (t) =

n
∑

i=1

P (T switch ≤ t | Y = i)P (Y = i)

Thus, probability density function of random variableT switch

is given by:

fT switch(t) =

n
∑

i=1

fTi
(t)P (Y = i)

The definition of the average ofT switch allow to deduce the
result given in equation (8).

Case of Pareto distribution. As in this paper, we consider
the case of exponential distribution time for each elementary
service time, thus the formula for mean response time is given
by:

E(T switch
par ) =

n
∑

i=1

αiki
αi − 1

P (Y = i) (9)

Case of heterogeneous servers.As well as in the case of

the previous presented constructor, we give in the following
the response time for the case that the execution times of
elementary services are not the same:

E(T switch
par ) =

n−k
∑

i=1

P (Y = i)
α1k1
α1 − 1

+

n
∑

i=n−k+1

P (Y = i)
α2k2
α2 − 1

(10)
In the next section, we are interested to multi-choice pattern
which is not supported directly by BPEL, but it can be
implemented using the links controls inherited from WSFL.

V. COMPUTATION FOR THEmulti-choice PATTERN

The difference with the previous pattern where only one
Web service is chosen, the multi-choice pattern allows the
invocation of a subset of elementary services among then
possible. Take for example the case of a booking flights
operated as follows: Web services invoked depend on two
criteria namely the city of departure and destination. Next,
according to these cities, agencies providing this trip are
invoked on parallel. The number of services, and relied on is
random. LetN the random variable for the number of invoked
services andP (N = i) the probability that the number of
invoked service is equal toi, with n maximum number of the
invoked services. In this case, the response time of composite
web serviceS is given by the following formula:

E(Tmultichoice) =

n
∑

i=1

[P (N = i)E(TSi)] (11)

WhereE(TSi) is the mean response time for composite Web
serviceS when i elementary services are invoked.

Proof: First, we give the cumulative function
FTmultichoice (t) of random variable Tmultichoice.
FTmultichoice (t) = P (Tmultichoice ≤ t). From totaly
probability theorem, we can obtain:

FTmultichoice (t) = P (

n
⋃

i=1

{P (Tmultichoice ≤ t) ∧N = i})



The events (N = i, i ∈ {1, ..., n}) are incompatible, so:

FTmultichoice (t) =
n
∑

i=1

P (Tmultichoice ≤ t ∧N = i)

thus,

FTmultichoice (t) =

n
∑

i=1

P (Tmultichoice ≤ t | N = i)P (N = i)

So:

FTmultichoice (t) =

n
∑

i=1

P (TSi ≤ t)P (N = i)

The cumulative function ofTmultichoice is:

FTmultichoice (t) =

n
∑

i=1

FT
Si
(t)P (N = i)

We can derive the probability densityfTmultichoice of
Tmultichoice and we obtain:

fTmultichoice(t) =
n
∑

i=1

f
TSiP (N = i)

Case of homogenous servers.As, we consider the case
that the elementary service execution times are Pareto dis-
tributed with(α, k) parameters and the invocation probability
of elementary servicesi is p, thus the mean response time
for composite Web serviceS can be easily derived from
equation (11) and is given as follows:

E(Tmultichoice
par ) =

n

λ

n
∑

i=1

C
i
np

i(1− p)n−i
γ(i) (12)

Where:

γ(i) = iαkα
i−1
∑

m=0

(−1)m
k(−(m+1)α−1)(kα)m

(m+ 1)α− 1
Cm

i−1

Case of heterogeneous servers.We give also the analytical
formula for composite Web service response time where we
consider two classes of elementary services. The execution
time in each class is the same.N1 (resp.N2) is the random
variable which defined the number of elementary services in
class 1 (resp. class 2). The mean response time formula is also
derived from equation (11) and is given by:

E(Tmultichoice
par ) =

n
∑

i=1

P (N1 = i)

k
∑

j=0

E(Tmultichoise(i, j))P (N2 = j | N1 = i)

(13)

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we present some numerical computation and
results that we have obtained. When two class of services are
considered, let first define a heterogenous coefficient notedg,
such ask2α2

1−α2
= g k1α1

1−α1
(the mean response time of elementary

Web services belong respectively to class one and two). It
is clear that ifg = 1, then all of elementary Web services
belong to the same class (i.e. the elementary Web services are
homogeneous). However, ifg > 1 means that Web services
belong to the second class are slower than services belong to
the first class. For simplicity, we assume that the probability
of elementary Web services invocation isp for all services.
The synchronization time, wheng = 1, is the same for any
value for the number of elementary Web services belong to
the second class denotedN2. In figure 1, we give the response
times by varying the slowdown factorg and where we consider
different values of the number of elementary services for
second class which takes these valuesN2 = 20, N2 = 60,
N2 = 80 andN2 = 100. In figure 2, we give the response
times by varying the the number of elementary services for
second class and we consider the case ofg = 2, g = 3,
g = 4 and g = 5. From figure 1, we can conclude two
things. First, for any value ofN2, the synchronization response
time increases linearly with the heterogeneous coefficientg.
Second, wheng = 1 the response time of the composite
Web service is the same for any value of the elementary
Web services belong to the second class. From figure 2, we
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Fig. 1. Response times for composite Web service versus slowdown factor
g

can notice that the waiting time increase logarithmicaly with
invocation probabilityp. It is clear that the response time
increases logarithmicaly with the number of invoked Web
services (see figure 3). So, we can conclude that the choice
of elementary Web services must be made on their physical
characteristics and not on their number.

In the figure 4, we shown the evolution ofTexp

Tpar
, where

Texp and Tpar is the response time of a composite Web
services when respectively the response time of elementary
Web services is exponential and heavy-tailed. The results
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shown in this figure, for different values of elementary Web
services response time, reveals that the choice conditionsof
elementary Web services must be more restrictive in the case
of exponential, when their number is great.

VII. CONCLUSION

Web Services are based on a set of standards and protocols,
that allow us to make processing requests to remote systems
by exchanging with a common language, and using common
transport protocols. Once deployed, Web services provided
can be combined (or inter-connected) in order to implement
business collaborations, leading to composite web services.
With the proliferation of Web Services as a business solution
to enterprise application integration, the quality of service
offered by Web Services is becoming the utmost priority for
service provider and their partners. The QoS is defined as a
combination of the different attributes of the Web servicessuch
as availability, response time, throughput, etc. In this paper, we
have focused in the response time of composite Web services.
We have proposed analytical formulas for the mean response
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of the different control patterns supported by BPEL standards.
In this paper, we have studied the Pareto distribution. It is
justified by the fact that experimental studies shown that Web
services response time is typically heavy-tailed. However, the
methodology can be applied to other service response time
distributions.
We plan to consider the dynamic composition of Web services
and we will give the analytical formulas for BPEL constructors
as a perspective study.
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